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Why bother?

• Looking for insights on roots of human/animal communication
• Standard NLP methods are missing something necessary to the 

development of full-fledged talking machines
• … and emecom methods can provide the missing ingredient

• Machine-to-machine communication is a worthy goal in and by itself
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What’s missing in modern NLP? An intuition

• Machine translation: great because… statistical patterns in large 
corpora

• Personal assistants: not so great because… “interaction skills” of 
conversation difficult to learn from corpus data
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Interactive, dynamic achievement of shared 
goals through communication

H(uman): Do you know where my phone is?
M(achine): Let’s try to remember… where have you made your last 
phone call?
H: Oh yeah, it must be in the bathroom!
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Interactive, dynamic achievement of shared 
goals through communication

H: Do you know where my phone is?
M: Let’s try to remember: where have you made your last phone call?
H: I don’t remember…
M: Let me check the GPS data… yesterday you were in the bathroom 
for half hour at 11pm…
H: Oh yeah, it must be in the bathroom!
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Interactive, dynamic achievement of shared 
goals through communication

…
M: Yesterday you were in the bathroom for half hour at 11pm…
H: Hmm… I don’t see it in the bathroom
M: Have you looked in the basket on the washing machine?
H: Oh right, there it is!
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Interactive, dynamic achievement of shared 
goals through communication

H: Do you know where my phone is?
M: Let’s try to remember: where have you made your last phone call?
H: Oh right, here it is in the bathroom, in the basket on the washing 
machine!
M: Have you looked in the basket on the washing machine?
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Interactive achievement of shared goals 
through communication

• Machine must dynamically adapt to what user says (and does) in 
previous turn, while keeping end goal in sight

• This is more like playing a game than memorizing a book

• Attempting to learn interaction from statistical patterns in a gigantic 
corpus of conversations is missing the point!
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Interactive achievement of shared goals 
through communication

• Solving shared goals through interaction should be learned by… 
solving shared goals through interaction
• Just like learning to play a game should be learned by playing it!

• But interactive training of deep nets from scratch through a human in 
the loop is hopeless
• Due to slow, gradient-based learning pace of current deep nets
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Emergent communication to the rescue!

• Forget about humans, put two (or more) machines in the loop, and 
let them learn to achieve shared goals through communication-based 
interaction
• Reinforcement learning emecomm setup with reward based on shared goal 

achievement

• We’ll worry about realignment to human language later (Lazaridou et 
al. ACL 2020)
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Challenges in interactive emergent 
communication
• Single exchange referential game won’t do

• Need multi-turn (Evtimova et al. ICLR 2018, Cao et al. ICLR 2018, 
Bouchacourt & Baroni ACL 2019), dynamic (Mordatch and Abbeel AAI 
2018, Jacques et al. 2019, Das et al. ICML 2019) environment

• More complex setup, more pitfalls (Lowe et al. AAMAS 2019)
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Challenges in interactive emergent 
communication
• Deep nets are famously non-parsimonious, which makes them 

remarkably bad conversationalists

• E.g., networks exchange all information they possess in the first 
communication step, with no need for further interaction (Vania, 
Baroni & Bouchacourt unpublished)

• M1: The triangle on the left is red, the square in the center is big, the object on the right 
is blue…

• M2: The object on the left is small, the square in the center is green, the circle on the 
right is very large….
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Challenges in interactive emergent 
communication
• Deeply non-human-like protocols emerge

• E.g., networks learn to communicate by number of turns (Bouchacourt & 
Baroni ACL 2019)
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Challenges in interactive emergent 
communication
• Deeply non-human-like protocols emerge

• E.g., networks learn to communicate by number of turns (Bouchacourt & 
Baroni ACL 2019)
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NB: problem is not task success, but that no remotely 
human-like protocol emerges!



Interaction in emergent communication: the 
priorities
• Forget about the single-exchange referential game!

• Training environments that are complex enough for deep nets not to 
converge on degenerate ”local maxima of communication”

• Human priors to stir protocol induction in the right direction?
• Parsimony, human-like articulatory and perceptual constraints (Rita et al. 

CoNLL 2020)

• These are big challenges, and exciting research directions!
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Why bother?

• Standard NLP methods are missing something necessary to the 
development of full-fledged talking machines
• … and emecom methods can provide the missing ingredient

• Machine-to-machine communication is a worthy goal in and by 
itself
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Machine-to-machine communication

• Self driving cars meeting at an intersection
• Your smart shopping app talking to your smart refrigerator
• A question-answering net querying a search engine net
• …
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Why we have a case for emergent language 
here
1. Designing an ad-hoc interface between each machine pair won’t 

scale, we need a common interface protocol
2. Designing a rich, flexible common protocol by hand is hopeless
3. No existing data for supervised “machine language” training, 

emecom setup is natural alternative
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Topics in machine-to-machine emergent 
communication

• Referential game might be a good starting point
• Ability to refer to objects in shared environment is core desideratum for a 

communication protocol
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Topics in machine-to-machine emergent 
communication

• Referential game might be a good starting point

• … but emphasis must shift from closed-world to referent-and-agent-
generalization scenarios
• A car needing to signal giraffe in the middle of the intersection to another 

with a protocol that was not trained on giraffes
• A new refrigerator needs to talk to your old shopping app
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Topics in machine-to-machine emergent 
communication

• Referential game might be a good starting point

• … but emphasis must shift from training ad-hoc architectures from 
scratch to training a light communication layer around specialized 
pre-trained networks
• Link to ”light” tuning techniques in NLP: adapters, language model prompting, 

Socratic models…
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Topics in machine-to-machine emergent 
communication

• Should we focus on natural-language-like emergent procols?

• Might be important in AI safety/accountability perspective

• Might also be desirable because human language is a pretty nifty 
communication system
• Robustness and compression via discreteness
• Generalization via compositionality
• …
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Conclusion
• Deep net emergent communication can be a crucial ingredient of 

better AI
• As a gym to teach communication-based interaction to deep net 

agents 
• Communication as a “universal layer” to link black-box neural 

networks
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THANK YOU!!!!

Autonomous Linguistic Emergence 
in Neural Networks: a 5-year ERC-
funded project on machine-to-
machine emergent 
communication, starting now at 
COLT… get in touch if you’re 
interested! https://marcobaroni.org/alien/
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